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New Species to Order
In 1907, the Washington Evening 
Star newspaper told its readers how 
utopia was being achieved on Long 
Island. The dream of creating “New 
Species to Order” was finally “being 
more than realized by the Carnegie 
Institution at its new ‘Station for 
Experimental Evolution’ at Cold 
Spring Harbor, Long Island”.
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New Species to Order
Charles Benedict Davenport, the Station’s 
first director, claimed “man—long 
content with his part as caretaker and 
subjugator of living species—is now 
learning the new role of creator”.



The Dream of Bacon

Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis
(1627)
Unfinished utopia, first published after 
Bacon’s death.

Described a fictitious island whose 
research institute included gardens 
where new kinds of plants and animals 
were made.
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Gregor Mendel
Highly educated, German-speaking 
Moravian friar who conducted complex 
scientific experiments on plant-breeding, 
in an effort to create stable hybrids.

His scientific papers were cited a few 
times before 1900, but remained largely 
unknown.
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Mendel: Rediscovery
In 1900, three different botanists came 
across Mendel’s paper.

New science of “Mendelism” was born 
(re-named “genetics” in 1905).

Eric von TschermakHugo de VriesCarl Correns
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The Century of the Gene
Twentieth century effectively defined by 
Mendel’s legacy.
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The Mutation Theory

January 1901

Earliest (?) report of de Vries’s work in 
USA.
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Evolution is fast.

Therefore we can observe it.

Respectable scientific sources were cited.
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What kind of writing is this?
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Hugo de Vries
(1848–1935). Dutch botanist.

“Rediscovered” Mendel 1900.

Die Mutationstheorie (“The 
Mutation Theory”, 1901–03).
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Mutations
“They came into existence 
at once, fully equipped, 
without preparation or 
intermediate steps. No 
series of generations, no 
selection, no struggle for 
existence was needed. It 
was a sudden leap into 
another type, a sport in 
the best acceptation of 
the word”.
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Darwinism’s problems
Charles Darwin had argued that 
evolution by natural selection was a 
slow, gradual process. 

Slow because it relied on small, 
everyday variations apparent in every 
species.
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Darwinism’s problems
The physicist and engineer, Henry 
Charles Fleeming Jenkin reviewed the 
Origin in 1867.

Darwin admitted privately that Jenkin 
“has given me much trouble, but has 
been of more real use to me, than any 
other Essay or Review”.
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Darwinism’s problems
Fleeming Jenkin argued that natural 
selection could not create new species. 
Because any improved variants would 
inevitably be swamped by the older, 
unimproved variety.
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The origins of novelty
Many argued that natural selection 
could not create major evolutionary 
novelties, such as making a wingless 
species into a flying one. As one 
review of de Vries’ book put it:

I think I have the quotation not far 
from correctly stated: ‘Natural 
selection may explain the survival
of the fittest but it cannot explain 
the arrival of the fittest’.
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Mutation Theory
De Vries felt the Oenotheras 
had solved both Darwinism’s 
problems:

• Sterility between parent and 
mutant forms solved 
swamping.

• “Mutation periods” 
explained how novelties 
survived.
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Station for Experimental Evolution
At the opening ceremony, Davenport told the 
assembled dignitaries that de Vries’s book 
was:

“the most important work on evolution since 
Darwin’s ‘Origin of Species,’ a work destined 
to be the foundation stone of the rising 
science of experimental evolution”.
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New media
1885: America’s four best-selling monthlies 
had all cost between 25–35¢ and had a 
combined circulation of 600,000. 

1905: there were 20 comparable magazines, 
but they each cost between 10–15¢ and had 
a combined circulation of 5.5 million.

1914: US printers were publishing fourteen 
billion publications every year – 99% of 
which were newspapers and magazines.

1920: every home in America received on 
average at least one newspaper. 
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Evolution’s Worst Knock
San Francisco Chronicle, 2 October 
1904.
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Raw material?
1907, Washington 
Evening Star.
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The wrong organism for 
the job?
Much of the history of biology 
has been a search for “model 
organisms”, animals or plants 
that are cheap, fast-breeding and 
easy to work with.

Professional geneticists decided 
Oenothera was too large and 
slow-growing. More 
importantly, what was true of 
the primroses did not seem to 
apply to other plants or animals.
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Charlotte Perkins Gilman
(1860–1935), US economist, social 
theorist and author.

Wrote non-fiction as well as several 
utopias.
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Herland (1915)
Published in serial form in 
Gilman’s magazine The 
Forerunner.

Described a “lost world” 
inhabited only by women.

Classic utopian qualities: no 
private property; no violence; 
no inequality.



Herland

Herland (1915)
Visitors discover that Herland’s men were all 
killed following a war so that, as Gilman’s 
narrator, Vandyck (Van) Jennings, puts it:

“There was literally no one left on this beautiful 
high garden land but a bunch of hysterical girls 
and some older slave women”…

and “that was about two thousand years ago”.

1. Biotopia
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Herland (1915)
One of the male visitors, Terry, is convinced that 
there must be men hidden somewhere, since “if 
they were parthenogenetic they’d be as alike as 
so many ants or aphids”. In explaining the 
diversity of these asexually reproducing women, 
the narrator, Van, comments that:
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Herland (1915)
“When we asked them, in our later, more intimate 
conversations, how they accounted for so much 
divergence without cross-fertilization, they 
attributed it partly to the careful education, which 
followed each slight tendency to differ, and partly 
to the law of mutation. This they had found in their 
work with plants, and fully proven in their own 
case”.
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Herland (1915)
When the women explain that each variation in 
their children is consciously nurtured, Terry 
responds that:

“acquired traits are not transmissible… 
Weissman has proved that”.

To which the Herlander (Zava) responds, “If 
that is so, then our improvement must be due 
either to mutation, or solely to education… We 
certainly have improved”.
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Herland (1915)
Farming was the women’s first concern, and Van 
comments “they worked out a system of 
intensive agriculture surpassing anything I ever 
heard of, with the very forests all reset with fruit 
or nutbearing trees”. 
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Herland (1915)
They decided to grow only trees with edible 
fruits or nuts, but there was one tree that they 
prized for its beauty but which bore no edible 
fruit. Rather than eliminate it, they had patiently 
spent 900 years breeding it until they achieved 
an edible crop to justify keeping this beauty. 

The guiding principle of Herland is that nature 
must be re-made to serve human goals; a moth 
whose caterpillars feed on the nut trees is 
systematically exterminated by the children.
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Herland (1915)
The Herlanders’ kept cats to control “enemies of 
the food supply”, but they found the cat’s 
meowing irritating. So, they “developed a race of 
cats that did not sing!”.

Same process has been applied to the Herlanders 
themselves; instincts of which the Herlanders’ 
approved had been encouraged while antisocial 
impulses had been weeded out.
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New species to order
Davenport: “when we know the law we may 
control the process”.

Experimental evolution would teach humans “how 
organisms may be best modified to meet our 
requirements of beauty, food, materials and 
power”.

Would eventually “show the way to an 
improvement of the human race”.
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New species to order
Paper explained that Davenport and his colleagues 
were currently working on “inventing to order 
beetles with certain spots, guinea pigs with four 
toes”.

Might seem “useless and silly”, but journalist 
repeated Davenport’s claim that “when we know 
the law we may control the process”.
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New species to order
Journalist speculated that once the law for 
producing four-toed guinea pigs was understood:

“will not the same law enable science to breed, at 
will, a race of big-brained, deep-chested, fleet-
limbed, strong-muscled, human geniuses, with lofty 
morals, acute senses and blood highly resistant to 
the bacilli of disease?”.
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Ladies Home Journal, December 1900) predicted (among 
many other wonders) “Vegetables Grown by Electricity”. 
Artificial light and heat would allow all-year round cultivation. 
Electricity would kill weeds and stimulate growth, so that:

“Strawberries as Large as Apples will be eaten by our great-
great-grandchildren for their Christmas dinners a hundred 
years hence”. 
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John Elfreth Watkins
The phrase about “the dream of Bacon” was 
not acknowledged as a quote; lifted from the 
Carnegie Institution’s Yearbook for 1904.

Davenport’s speech at the new station’s 
opening; told the station’s benefactors that 
they had:

“made possible the realization at Cold 
Spring Harbor of that dream of Bacon, who 
saw in the new Atlantis gardens devoted to 
the experimental modification and 
improvement of animals and plants”. 
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The language of utopia?
The “principles of evolution will show 
the way to an improvement of the 
human race” sounds like the kind of 
quote a scientist might give a journalist.

But they were all lifted directly from 
another edition of Carnegie’s yearbook 
(Davenport explaining the year’s work 
to the Institution’s trustees). 
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The language of utopia?
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“Mutation, it is the key to our evolution…. This 
process is slow, normally taking thousands and 
thousands of years, but every few hundred 
millennia, evolution leaps forward”. 

(Opening crawl from X-Men, 2000)
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Auspicious mutants?
Jack Williamson “The Metal Man” (1928)

Stapledon Last and First Men (1930)

Edmond Hamilton “The Man who Evolved” (1931)

John Taine Seeds of Life (1931)

H.G. Wells Star-Begotten (1937)

A.E. van Vogt “Slan” (1940)

Isaac Asimov Foundation and Empire (1945)

Henry Kuttner Mutant (1953)

Wilmar Shiras Children of the Atom (1954)

John Wyndham The Chrysalids (1955)

Marvel X Men comic book series (f.1963)
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